PSY 225 (Professor Gernsbacher): How To Use CiteFast

1) Go to https://www.citefast.com/?s=APA#_Journal

2) Make sure “APA” is selected for the style of the citation.

3) Select “Journals” if you are creating a citation for a journal article.

4) Select “Autofill Entry” and copy/paste or type in the Title of the journal article (e.g. “Nature and nurture in novelty seeking”).

5) From the list of possible journal articles, scroll down until you find the entry that matches the journal article you are citing. CLICK on that entry.
6) Make sure the Authors’ names, Year Published, Article title, Journal Title, Volume number, Issue number, and Page numbers listed match the journal article you want to cite. If these citation details are NOT correct, you can EITHER go back to the previous list that CiteFast generated for you and select a different entry OR you can manually enter the correct details.

7) From “View citations” you can copy/paste the APA-style citation into wherever you need it.